
Name Suggestion / Sugerencias de 
nombre Origin of the Name Idea (What does it mean?)Origen de la idea del nombre (¿Qué significa?)

Alma Park 
Alma means soul from many different languages. It mans to lift the spirits and feed ones soul. I think being in nature this happens to us all and is good to have 
nature. This is why I chose to submit Alma park

Alpine Meadows An homage to the Rocky Mountains and the beauty of the plains

Black Footed Ferret Park 
The black footed ferret is endangered and the Rocky Mountain Arsenal have played a part in protecting them. Prairie dogs because you can’t miss seeing 
them near the Arsenal. 

Buffalo Creek/Highlands/Trail Park

CALU
Commerce City sits on the native lands of the Cheyenne, Arapaho, Lakota, and Ute tribes. Open spaces link past and present - what a great way to recognize 
the  land’s ancestors and link past to future. 

Columbine Park state flower of Colorado 

Coralberry Park
The coralberry is a a shrub that grows native to Colorado. It is also found in the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, which is close by. The name sounds delightfully 
sweet and gives has a nice airy feeling to it. In turn, it might be a beautiful name for an a new outdoor space. Thank you for your time. 

Cotton Basin Park
The park appears to be in a natural basin or wash bowl seperating the community and the refuge. The area does have many names including “Buffalos” ie: 
Buffalo Highlands neighborhood. Buffaloes are none to eat cotton byproduct for sustainability. 

Creekside Park the name just popped into my head   

Dream Catcher Park

The dream catcher is a Native American Talisman. It is shaped like a circle, as it represents the circle of life. It is also a metaphor for the journey of the sun 
and the moon, each day and each night across the sky. The canvas is responsible for catching bad dreams and evil spirits during the night, and getting rid of 
them when the day comes.

Eagle Prairie Park
The Arsenal is the only location that all bald eagles who have passed by various reasons are sent for proper final rest. All Wildlife agencies are required to 
adhere to this practice. I find it comforting to know our majestic and precious eagles have this respect.

Flyover Park The proximity to DIA should allow watching airplanes fly over. 
Fruition Park (x2) A park that was promised and actually came to fruition. 

Harmony Haven Park
A Haven can be any place or condition that provides safety, protection, or relief from danger or difficulty. Harmony is a state of peaceful coexistence, unity, or 
agreement.

Harry’s Horizon (x8) A cat named Harry like to look at the park 
Highland Creek/Oasis Park
Holland-Dominguez Park To honor Detective Holland and Frannie Dominguez, two city residents killed by a drunk driver in 2020.
Misty Palms From the location "Misty Palms Oasis"

Mountain View Park The park will have spectacular views of the Rocky Mountains and foothills which will never be obstructed due to Rocky Mountain Arsenal to the west.
Oasis Park
Očhéthi Park / Sioux Park It’s the name of the tribal land it’s on. 
Park of the Plains Since we live where the Buffalo roam, it just fits!
Picturesque Park Stunning view
Planes West Means west of the airport. Would be cool to have a plane sculpture for kids as they watch planes in the sky. 
Playland
Prairie Dog Park Since there are tons of prairie dogs in the area and part of the area's eco system, I thought the name is fitting
Prairie Falcon Park It ties nicely into the native birds of prey in our area. 

Preserve View Park
You have a view of the wildlife refuge (preserve) and it's also a play on words to "preserve the view" since it's unlikely any view obstructions will be built to 
block the view in the future. 

Purpose Park A place where your purpose prevails. 

Second Chance Park
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formerly estranged loved one, or a child continuing to try a new skill on the playground even though they haven’t mastered it yet. It’s hopefulness and trying 
again and not giving up. It’s meeting together in our own neighborhood to restore and redeem anything that didn’t go so well the first time, and doing it better 
together as a community. It’s a Second Chance. ,

Grasslands Park This is the name of the waterway it's next to, and it's a nice break from everything being called "Reunion _______".

Serenity Park
Serenity means the state of being peaceful and calm.   I live in Buffalo Highlands,  and we purchased our home that faces the arsenal and the mountains, and 
it brought and continues to bring Serenity with wildlife and beautiful sunsets. 

Sunrise park Everyday I drive to work the rise of the sun is amazing driving down 93rd facing the arsenal. 
Taco Park One of the founding community members with his nickname being Taco

Tatanka Highlands Park
Tatanka is a Native American name for Buffalo or Bison.  Since much of Colorado was occupied by Native Americans it would show respect for them and the 
land we now occupy.

The ARLO (Adventurous 
Recreation and Leisure Oasis) 
Park

The name is inspired by a proud four legged Commerce City resident named Arlo who lives nearby off of Laredo & 96th Street. He loves walking alongside the 
Arsenal to the Second Creek bridge and would enjoy the opportunity to have a piece of his home dedicated to his legacy of living and enjoying his place in 
commerce city 


